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METHOD OF FABRICATING A CURRENT
CONTROL DEVICE

PCL composites, like PTCR compositions, are a mixture
of a conductive ?ller and a polymer. HoWever, PCL com
posites are conductive When compressed and interrupt cur

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

rent ?oW by polymer decomposition. For example, Duggal
et al., US. Pat. No. 5,614,881, describes a composite
including a pyrolytic-polymer matrix and electrically con
ductive ?ller. During a fault, temperature Within the com

This application is a divisional of application Ser. No.
10/810,521, ?led on Mar. 26, 2004, now US. Pat. No.

posite increases causing limited decomposition and evolu

6,943,660, Which is a divisonal application of application

tion of gaseous products. Current How is interrupted When
separation occurs betWeen at least one electrode and con

Ser. No. 10/674,712, ?led on Sep. 29, 2003, now US. Pat.
No. 6,798,332, Which is a divisional application Ser. No.
10/072,587, ?led on Feb. 8, 2002, now US. Pat. No.
6,798,331, and claims the bene?t of US. Provisional Appli
cation No. 60/267,306, ?led on Feb. 8, 2001. The subject
matters of the prior applications are incorporated in their

ductive polymer. Gap dependent interrupt promotes arcing
and arc related transients. Furthermore, static compression

of the composites increases time-to-interrupt by damping
gap formation. Neither PTCR nor PCL applications provide
for the dynamically-tunable compression of a composite in
response to electrical load conditions.
PieZoresistive composites, also referred to as pressure

entirety herein by reference thereto.

conduction composites, exhibit pressure-sensitive resistivity

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR
DEVELOPMENT
20

This invention Was made With government support under
Contract No. N00024-01-C-4034 aWarded by the United

?ll Within a polymer matrix With an optional additive.
Conductive particles comprising the conductive ?ller 2 are

States Navy.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

25

particles thereby forming a conductive pathWay, as repre
sented in FIGS. 1b and 1d. The composite is again resistive
after the compressive force is removed. HoWever, knoWn

fabricating a current control device capable of regulating
current ?oW via compression and expansion of a variably

resistive composite.

piezoresistive compositions resist compression.

2. Related Arts

Pressure-based interrupt facilitates a more rapid regula

Mechanical circuit breakers are best described as a sWitch

tion of current ?oW as compared to PTCR and PCL systems.
35

source and a load. Mechanical breakers include a snap

action bimetal-contact, a mechanical latch/spring, or an

expansion Wire. Presently knoWn devices are neither gap
less nor shock resistant and therefore prone to chatter and

arcing Which cause substantial problems in many high

voltage applications.

40

Variably conductive composites are applicable to current

control devices. Compositions include positive temperature
coef?cient resistive (PTCR), polymer current limiter (PCL),
and pieZoresistive formulations. PTCR and PCL applica
tions and compositions and pieZoresistive compositions are

Temperature dependent interrupt is sloWed by the poor
thermal conduction properties of the polymer matrix.
Decomposition dependent interrupt is a tWo-step process
requiring both gas evolution and physical separation
betWeen electrode and composite. Furthermore, decompo
sition limits the life cycle of a composition.
Active materials, including but not limited to pieZoelec

tric, pieZoceramic, electrostrictive, magnetostrictive, and
shape-memory alloy materials, are ideally suited to the
45

controlled compression of pieZoresistive composites,
thereby achieving rapid and/ or precise changes to resistivity.
Active materials facilitate rapid movement by mechanically
distorting or resonating When energiZed. High-bandWidth

described in the related arts.
Anthony, US. Pat. No. 6,157,528, describes and claims a

active materials are both suf?ciently robust to exert a large

polymer fuse composed of a PTCR composition exhibiting

temperature-dependent resistivity Wherein loW resistivity

dispersed and separated Within the non-conductive matrix 3,
as represented in FIGS. 1a and 10. Consequently, pieZore
sistive composites are inherently resistive becoming less
resistive and more conductive When compressed by a force
9. Compression reduces the distance betWeen conductive

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention generally relates to a method of

Wherein a contact alters the electrical impedance betWeen a

rather than temperature or decomposition dependence.
Harden et al., US. Pat. No. 4,028,276, describes pieZore
sistive composites composed of an electrically conductive

mechanical force and suf?ciently precise to controllably
50

results beloW and high resistivity results above a transition

adjust force magnitude.
Accordingly, What is required is a method of fabricating

temperature.

a current control device having a pressure-dependent con

PTCR composites are composed of a conductive ?ller
Within a polymer matrix and an optional non-conductive
?ller. Chandler et al., US. Pat. No. 5,378,407, describes and

Which avoids the arcing and transient spikes typical of the

duction therein that is less resistive to compression and
55

claims a PTCR composite including a crystalline polymer
matrix, nickel conductive ?ller, and dehydrated metal-oxide
non-conductive ?ller. Sadhir et al., US. Pat. No. 5,968,419,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

describes and claims a PTCR composite including an amor

phous polymer matrix, thermoplastic non-conductive ?ller,

60

so as to interrupt current ?oW. Thereafter, the composite

devices.

An object of the present invention is to provide a method
of fabricating a current control device composed of a

pressure-dependent conductive composite that is less resis
tive to compression.

and conductive ?ller. During a fault, the composite heats

thereby increasing volumetrically until there is suf?cient
separation betWeen particles composing the conductive ?ller
cools and shrinks restoring conduction. This self-restoring
feature limits PTCR compositions to temporary interrupt

related arts.

65

The present method impregnates a pressure conduction
composite With a ?uid additive via sulfusing the pressure
conduction composite Within a ?uid bath. The method
includes the steps of mixing a compressible non-conductive
matrix and conductive ?ller, forming a pressure conduction

US 7,069,642 B2
3

4

composite composed of the compressible non-conductive

FIGS. laild, and impregnated With a ?uid additive. Pre

matrix having the conductive ?ller electrically isolated

ferred formulations include a non-conductive matrix 3 and a

therein, sulfusing the composite Within a bath so as to

conductive ?ller 2, the latter randomly dispersed Within the

impregnate the composite With an additive, and attaching a

non-conductive matrix 3, at a volume fraction beloW the

pair of conductive plates to the composite.

percolation threshold of the material system. During com
pression, the non-conductive matrix 3, separating the con

The present method provides a pressure conduction com

ductive ?ller 2, is dimensionally reduced thereby crossing
the percolation threshold.

posite having a nearly in?nite life cycle.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The non-conductive matrix 3 is a resistive, yet compress
ible material including but not limited to polymers and

elastomers. Speci?c examples include polyethylene, poly
styrene, polyvinyldi?uoride, polyimide, epoxy, polytet

The invention Will noW be described in more detail, by

Way of example only, With reference to the accompanying
draWings, in Which:
FIGS. laild are schematic diagrams shoWing exemplary
composite microstructures before and after compression.

ra?uorethylene, silicon rubber, polyvinylchloride, and com
binations thereof Preferred embodiments Were composed of
the elastomer RTV R3145 manufactured by the DoW Corn

ing Company.

FIGS. 21142!) are side elevation vieWs of an exemplary

current control device With conductive pressure plates.

The conductive ?ller 2 is an electrically conductive mate

FIGS. 31143!) are side elevation vieWs of an exemplary

current control device With non-conductive pressure plates.
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart of an exemplary method of fabri
cation.
FIG. 5 is a top elevation vieW of an exemplary current

20

generated during current interrupt. Speci?c metal examples
include aluminum, gold, silver, nickel, copper, platinum,
tungsten, tantalum, iron, molybdenum, hafnium, combina

control device shoWing cylindrically-shaped pores through
an electrode.

FIG. 6 is a section vieW of an exemplary current control

rial including but not limited to metals, metal-based oxides,
nitrides, carbides, and borides, and carbon black. Preferred
?llers resist deformation under compressive loads and have
a melt temperature suf?ciently above the thermal conditions

25

tions and alloys thereof Other example ?llers include Sr(Fe,

device shoWing cylindrically-shaped cavities through the

Mo)O3, (La,Ca)MnO3, Ba(Pb,Bi)O3, vanadium oxide, anti

thickness of both composite and electrodes.

mony doped tin oxide, iron oxide, titanium diboride,
titanium carbide, titanium nitride, tungsten carbide, and

FIG. 7 is a section vieW of an exemplary current control

device shoWing cylindrically-shaped cavities through the
thickness of the composite.

30

FIGS. 81148!) are section vieWs of an exemplary current

Zirconium diboride.
Referring noW to FIG. 4, a preferred fabrication method
ology is described for the composite 4 and current control

control device shoWing cylindrically-shaped cavities ?lled

device 1. The composite 4 is prepared from high-purity

With a temperature sensitive material.

feedstocks Which are mixed, formed into a solid, and suf
fused With oil. One or more plates are adhered to the

REFERENCE NUMERALS

35

1 Current control device
2 Conductive ?ller
3 Non-conductive matrix

4 Composite
5114519 Pressure plate
6 First electrode
7 Second electrode
8114319 Actuator
9 Force

composite 4.
Feedstocks include both poWders and liquids. Feedstock
comprising the conductive ?ller 2 is typically a ?ne, uniform
poWder, one example being 325 mesh titanium carbide.
Feedstock comprising the non-conductive matrix 3 may

40

include either a ?ne, uniform poWder or a liquid With

suf?ciently loW-viscosity to achieve adequate dispersion of
the poWder therein.

PoWder-based formulations

are

mechanically mixed and compression molded using conven
tional methods. Polytetra?uorethylene formulations may
45

require sintering Within an oven to achieve a structurally

10 Cavity

durable solid. PoWder-liquid formulations, one example

11 Temperature sensitive material

being titanium carbide and a silicone-based elastomer, are
vulcaniZed and hardened Within a die under loW uniaxial
loading at room temperature.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
50

Referring noW to FIGS. 2a and 3a, tWo embodiments of
a current control device 1 are shoWn having a rectangular

solid composite 4 contacting and sandWiched betWeen tWo
or more plates, namely a planar ?rst electrode 6 and planar
second electrode 7, and a planar ?rst electrode 6, planar
second electrode 7 and tWo planar pressure plates 5a, 5b.

Additives are typically inorganic oils, prefer ably silicone
based. The composite 4 is exposed to the additive bath to
55

The composite 4 functionally completes the current path
betWeen ?rst electrode 6 and second electrode 7 during

acceptable operating conditions and interrupts current ?oW
When a fault condition occurs. The composite 4 is either
conductive or resistive based on the pressure state Within the

The composite 4 is placed Within a liquid bath thereby
alloWing in?ltration of the additive into the composite 4.

insure complete sulfusion of the solid, Whereby exposure
time is determined by dimensions and composition of the
composite 4. For example, a 0.125-inch by 0.200-inch by
0.940-inch composite 4 composed of titanium carbide hav
ing a volume fraction of 66 percent and RTV R3145 having
a volume fraction of 34 percent Was suffused over a 48 hour

60

period.
Conductive or non-conductive plates are adhered to the

composite 4. For example, the composite 4 may be conduc

composite 4 either before or after sulfusion. If prior to

tive above and non-conductive beloW a threshold pressure.

sulfusion, plates are placed Within a die along With the liquid

Altemately, the resistivity of the composite 4 may vary With
pressure over a range of resistance values.

The composite 4 is composed of a non-conductive matrix
3 and a conductive ?ller 2, as schematically represented in

65

state composite 4. For example, a silicone-based elastomer
composite 4 Was adequately bonded to tWo 0.020-inch thick
brass plates by curing at room temperature betWeen 3 to 24
hours or at an elevated temperature betWeen 60 to 120

US 7,069,642 B2
6

5

Although methods have been described in considerable
adhesive is applied between plate and composite 4 and
detail With reference to certain preferred versions thereof,
thereafter mechanically pressed to alloW for proper bond
other versions are possible. Therefore, the spirit and scope of
formation.
the appended claims should not be limited to the description
Aporous, non-conductive matrix 3 improves compression 5 of the preferred versions contained herein.
and cooling characteristics of the composite 4 Without
The invention claimed is:
degrading electrical properties. Aporous structure is formed
degrees Celsius for 2 to 10 hours. If after su?‘usion, silicone

1. A method of fabricating a current control device

by mechanical methods, one example including drilling,

comprising the steps of:

af‘ter fabrication of the solid composite 4. Another method
includes the introduction of pores during mixing of a poW

(a) mixing a non-conductive matrix and a conductive

?ller, said non-conductive matrix being compressible,
said conductive ?ller being non-compressible;

der-based conductive ?ller 2 With a liquid-based non-con
ductive matrix 3. An additional method includes the intro

(b) forming a solid composite composed of said non
conductive matrix having said conductive ?ller electri

duction of pores during compression forming the composite
4. Also, pores may be formed by heating the composite 4

cally isolated therein;

Within an oven resulting in localiZed heating or phase
transitions that result in void formation and groWth. Fur

thermore, highly compressible microspheres composed of a

(c) sufTusing said solid composite Within a bath to alloW
an inorganic oil to completely in?ltrate said solid

loW-density, high-temperature foam may be introduced dur
ing mixing. Pores are either randomly oriented or arranged

(d) attaching a pair of conductive plates to said solid

in a repeating pattern. Pore shapes include but are not

composite; and
20

limited to spheres, cylinders, and various irregular shapes. A

prior to said suffusing step.

single pore may completely traverse the thickness of a

composite 4.
FIGS. 5*6 shoW an embodiment Wherein a plurality of
pores comprised of cavities 10 traverse the cross section of
a current control device 1 to include both composite 4 and
?rst and second electrodes 6, 7. FIG. 7 shoWs an embodi
ment Wherein cavities 10 traverse the composite 4 Within the
current control device 1.
FIGS. 8ai8b shoW another embodiment Wherein cavities
10 are ?lled With a temperature sensitive material 11,

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein said attaching step is

after said suffusing step.
25

(a) mixing a non-conductive matrix and a conductive

30

conductive ?ller to form a solid composite, said con

35

and 8b, respectively. The temperature sensitive material 11

via localiZed hrating and gas formation Within said

non-conductive matrix;
(d) suffusing said solid composite With pores Within a bath
40

solid composite With pores;and
solid composite.
5. The method of fabricating a current control device

comprising the steps of:
(a) mixing a non-conductive matrix, a conductive ?ller,

activated. For example, actuators 8a, 8b may extend, con

and a plurality of non-conductive microspheres com

tract, or extend and contract. Extension of the actuators 8a,

prised of a loW-density, high-temperature foam, said
50

of pieZoelectric, pieZoceramic, electrostrictive, magneto

55

electrical conduction or heat conduction from an adjacent

body, one example including the composite 4 during a fault
condition. Alternatively, actuators 8a, 8b may include a

to form a solid composite, said ?ller electrically iso
lated Within said non-conductive matrix;
(c) sufTusing said solid composite Within a bath to alloW
an inorganic oil to completely in?ltrate said solid

composite; and

commercially available high-speed pieZo-controlled pneu
The description above indicates that a great degree of
?exibility is o?cered in terms of the present invention.

spheres being compressible, said conductive ?ller
(b) hardening said non-conductive matrix about said
conductive ?ller and said non-conductive microspheres

a planar stack along the length of an actuator 8a, 8b. Shape

pilot operated high-bypass value.

non-conductive matrix and said non-conductive micro

being incompressible;

strictive, or shape memory alloy materials. For example,
pieZoelectric and pieZoceramic materials may be arranged in

matic element comprised of a pneumatic diaphragm With

to alloW an inorganic oil to completely in?ltrate said

(e) attaching a pair of conductive platrs to said porous

8b are rigid beam-like elements composed of an active

memory alloys are mechanically distorted by heating via

composite to form a plurality of pores Within said
non-conductive matrix after said non-conductive

matrix is hardened, said heating step forming said pores

material capable of dimensional variations When electrically
8b increases their overall length.
In preferred embodiments, actuators 8a, 8b are composed

?ller, said non-conductive matrix being compressible,
said conductive ?ller being incompressible;
(b) hardening said non-conductive matrix about said
ductive ?ller electrically isolated therein;
(c) heating said solid composite Without melting said solid

produces a large force above a transition temperature

designed Within the material, as Would readily understood
Within the art. This force is suf?ciently capable of moving
the pressure plates 5a, 5b or ?rst and second electrodes 6, 7
apart thereby interrupting current How. The temperature
sensitive material 11 is self restoring thereby facilitating
current ?oW after the surrounding composite 4 has cooled.
Referring again to FIGS. 2ai2b and 3ai3b, actuators 8a,

4. A method of fabricating a current control device

comprising the steps of:

examples including rods or springs composed of a shape
memory alloy. Functionally, the temperature sensitive mate
rial 11 is typically a rubbery material beloW and hard above
a phase transition temperature as represented in FIGS. 8a

composite.
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein said attaching step is

60

(d) attaching a pair of conductive plates to said solid

composite.
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